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Abstract
Filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstruction algorithms are very popular in the field
of X-ray computed tomography (CT) because they give advantages in terms of the
numerical accuracy and computational complexity. Ramp filter based fan-beam FBP
reconstruction algorithms have the position dependent weight in the backprojection
which is responsible for spatially non-uniform distribution of noise and resolution,
and artifacts. Many algorithms based on shift variant filtering or spatially-invariant
interpolation in the backprojection step have been developed to deal with this issue.
However, these algorithms are computationally demanding. Recently, fan-beam al-
gorithms based on Hilbert filtering with inverse distance weight and no weight in the
backprojection have been derived using the Hamaker’s relation. These fan-beam re-
construction algorithms have been shown to improve noise uniformity and uniformity
in resolution.
In this thesis, fan-beam FBP reconstruction algorithms with inverse distance back-
projection weight and no backprojection weight for 2D image reconstruction are pre-
sented and discussed for the two fan-beam scan geometries - equi-angular and equi-
space detector array. Based on the proposed and discussed fan-beam reconstruction
algorithms with inverse distance backprojection and no backprojection weight, new
3D cone-beam FDK reconstruction algorithms with circular and helical scan trajec-
tories for curved and planar detector geometries are proposed. To start with three
rebinning formulae from literature are presented and it is shown that one can derive all
fan-beam FBP reconstruction algorithms from these rebinning formulae. Specifically,
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two fan-beam algorithms with no backprojection weight based on Hilbert filtering
for equi-space linear array detector and one new fan-beam algorithm with inverse
distance backprojection weight based on hybrid filtering for both equi-angular and
equi-space linear array detector are derived. Simulation results for these algorithms
in terms of uniformity of noise and resolution in comparison to standard fan-beam
FBP reconstruction algorithm (ramp filter based fan-beam reconstruction algorithm)
are presented. It is shown through simulation that the fan-beam reconstruction al-
gorithm with inverse distance in the backprojection gives better noise performance
while retaining the resolution properities. A comparison between above mentioned
reconstruction algorithms is given in terms of computational complexity.
The state of the art 3D X-ray imaging systems in medicine with cone-beam (CB)
circular and helical computed tomography scanners use non-exact (approximate) FBP
based reconstruction algorithm. They are attractive because of their simplicity and
low computational cost. However, they produce sub-optimal reconstructed images
with respect to cone-beam artifacts, noise and axial intensity drop in case of circular
trajectory scan imaging. Axial intensity drop in the reconstructed image is due to the
insufficient data acquired by the circular-scan trajectory CB CT. This thesis deals
with investgations to improve the image quality by means of the Hilbert and hybrid fil-
tering based algorithms using redundancy data for Feldkamp, Davis and Kress (FDK)
type reconstruction algorithms. In this thesis, new FDK type reconstruction algo-
rithms for cylindrical detector and planar detector for CB circular CT are developed,
which are obtained by extending to three dimensions (3D) an exact Hilbert filtering
based FBP algorithm for 2D fan-beam beam algorithms with no position dependent
backprojection weight and fan-beam algorithm with inverse distance backprojection
weight. The proposed FDK reconstruction algorithm with inverse distance weight in
the backprojection requires full-scan projection data while the FDK reconstruction
algorithm with no backprojection weight can handle partial-scan data including very
short-scan. The FDK reconstruction algorithms with no backprojection weight for
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circular CB CT are compared with Hu’s, FDK and T-FDK reconstruction algorithms
in-terms of axial intensity drop and computational complexity. The simulation results
of noise, CB artifacts performance and execution timing as well as the partial-scan
reconstruction abilities are presented. We show that FDK reconstruction algorithms
with no backprojection weight have better noise performance characteristics than
the conventional FDK reconstruction algorithm where the backprojection weight is
known to result in spatial non-uniformity in the noise characteristics.
In this thesis, we present an efficient method to reduce the axial intensity drop
in circular CB CT. The efficient method consists of two steps: the first one is recon-
struction of the object using FDK reconstruction algorithm with no backprojection
weight and the second is estimating the missing term. The efficient method is com-
parable to Zhu et al.’s method in terms of reduction in axial intensity drop, noise and
computational complexity.
The helical scanning trajectory satisfies the Tuy-smith condition, hence an exact
and stable reconstruction is possible. However, the helical FDK reconstruction algo-
rithm is responsible for the cone-beam artifacts since the helical FDK reconstruction
algorithm is approximate in its derivation. In this thesis, helical FDK reconstruction
algorithms based on Hilbert filtering with no backprojection weight and FDK re-
construction algorithm based on hybrid filtering with inverse distance backprojection
weight are presented to reduce the CB artifacts. These algorithms are compared with
standard helical FDK in-terms of noise, CB artifacts and computational complexity.
